
Singapore Service Location Activity

Give the correct service shown on each of the dot maps.



Match the maps above with the correct service below:
           a. secondary schools 
           b. Starbucks
           c. swimming pools (not hotels)
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________5. Middle Eastern Restaurants

________6. sightseeing tours

________1. ear nose throat doctors

________2. Esso gas stations

________3. hotels

________4. McDonald’s

A B C

D E F

Match the maps above with the correct service below:

Name:_______________________________________Singapore Services’ Activity



Questions to help with finding the answer...

• 1- Would there be a large number of doctors who specialize in ear nose and 
throat?

• 2- Where do people purchase gas? How many people drive?

• 3- Where are hotels usually located? Are hotels clustered together?

• 4- How close is the nearest McDonald’s to where most people live?

• 5- Are Middle Eastern Restaurants popular? Are they as popular as 
McDonald’s?

• 6- Where are you most likely to find tourists?
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Additional Examples














